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Charles Walker inspired Servo Mount

I was sitting completing last month’s 3DPoTM and, as usual, had my browser open. A wee
script that I use monitors the WoSAG forum ( http://www.wosag.org.uk/forum/ ) and alerts
me if there’s anything new there. It let me know that Charles Walker had put up a wee note
about multi-servo mounts, specifically dual mounts for signalling.

Figure 1 Mr Walker’s original forum post

“Alternately it might make a nice 3D Project!”, hmm, I like the sound of that, it almost sounds
like a wee challenge!
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Remembering that signals, like points are operated by piano wire on the ‘horn’ of the servo,
and that the wire will probably incorporate an omega Ù loop to imbue springiness, means that
the operating axis of the servo doesn’t need to be exactly below the hole that the wire goes
through. As long as the horns don’t clash, it will work. I have already designed a model of the
9g servo that is the usual product used, so I could import two of those and design a mount
round them

Figure 2 Dual servo mount

It’s easy to see that this could be expanded to four servos . . .

Figure 3 Quad servo mount

On studying this design for a little while, it occurred that a ‘second storey’ could be added by
simply by extending the posts.
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Figure 4 Eight 9g servos all fishing in the same hole!

And if the four corner posts were to be extended, a further four servos could be added, taking
the total to 12! The possibilities are almost endless, although wiring and eliminating horn clash
will present challenges as the number of mounted servos increases. The mount itself, without
the servos attached is very simple.

Figure 5 Simple mount accommodates up to eight x 9g servos
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An hours 3D printing produced a couple of prototypes, to which I was able to mount and
operate servos. I don’t own lots of servos so I was only able to test mount four to six in
various configurations. Stiffness isn’t a problem, and wiring seems easy enough. In one or two
cases it might help to snip the servo horn to length to stop it fouling.
Now although the drawings above show all the servos lying the same way, with circular
symmetry, these servos’ operating shaft is offset, so that lends extra flexibility when adding
servos to ensure that horns and wires are all kept away from each other. Up to eight
independently controlled wires or cords all emerging from an 8mm baseboard hole would be
great for an overhead signalling gantry or a complex animation, and it turns out the mechanics
of arranging it are relatively simple.
My thanks to Charles for the idea, and, as ever keep safe and healthy.

Chic
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